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ABSTRACT
Lake Ontario's outflow and level have many effects on surrounding communities
and down stream populations in northeastern United States. Since many people and
industries rely on Lake Ontario for recreation, power generation, and navigation, to name
a few, significant effort has focused on forecasting the water levels and water supplies.
This analysis concentrates on forecasting the water supply into Lake Ontario.
Independent time series models were developed for (1) Lake Ontario's supply from
Lake Erie and for (2) the remaining "local" supply, also termed net basin supply, over the
period from 1900 through 1992. These two models were combined to produce total
supply predictions for Lake Ontario. In comparison, this model performed slightly better
than another time series model based solely on past values of the Lake's total supply.
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1.0 Introduction
Lake Ontario is one of the components of the Great Lakes water system, consisting
of five great lakes and their connecting channels. The Great Lakes have an enormous
capacity to store water because of their great surface area. Each lake differs from one
another in size, depth, geographical location, inflows, and outflows and thus, each lake's
behavior is somewhat unique. The levels of each lake are a function of the amount of
water entering and leaving the lake. Ifmore water is entering the lake than leaving, the
lake level will rise. Likewise, ifmore water is exiting the lake, the lake level will decline.
Partial control is possible for the level ofLake Ontario since its outflow is regulated
at the Moses-Saunders Power plant on the St. Lawrence River in Cornwall-Massena by
use of a manmade dam. The outflow through this dam is under the authority of the
International Joint Commission. To maintain reasonable levels, the outflow is adjusted
based on several factors, one of which is the supply entering the Lake. Therefore, the
water supply to Lake Ontario is a point of interest in determining outflow rates and lake
level characteristics. This analysis will concentrate on Lake Ontario's water supply with a
primary focus on forecasting future supplies.
1.1 Overview
Many communities and industries rely on the lakes for different interests, some of
which include recreation, power generation, and navigation. Criteria and guidelines have
been adopted to accommodate these interests and to provide flood and drought protection
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for Lake Ontario riparians. To better achieve these goals, efforts have been made to
provide future predictions of the Great Lakes supplies and levels. Ifmore accurate supply
and level predictions can be accomplished, regulation can be improved since changes in
lake supplies and levels can be factored into the determination of the outflow rate to
decrease the probability of large level fluctuations. However, accurate supply and level
predictions are difficult to obtain due to many factors affecting the lake levels.
1.2 FactorsAffecting Lake Levels
The water levels are a function of the amount of water entering the lake and the
amount ofwater leaving the lake. The major supplies to a lake include the outflow from
an upper Great Lake, local river and stream supplies, and over-lake precipitation. The
supply is modified by another major natural factor, evaporation from the lake surface.
Some less dominant natural factors include small lake tides, weed growth, barometric
pressure, and crustal movement affecting the vertical datum planes to which the levels are
referenced. Explanations of the major factors affecting Lake Ontario water levels are
given below.
Due to the large surface area ofLake Ontario, precipitation is a considerable source
of water supply. The precipitation that falls on the lake directly affects the lake level
immediately. The precipitation that falls over the water basin around the lake also
contributes to the supply through runoff. This water enters into the lake more slowly over
a period of time. Precipitation in the form of snow has different runoffcharacteristics with
a spring peak as accumulated snow from the winter months melts and runs off.
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Evaporation is a factor affecting water losses from the lake. Lake Ontario's
characteristics (primarily surface area and temperature) and weather determine the rate of
evaporation. Droplets of spray from breaking waves or fast flowing water have a great
deal of surface area relative to their volume, so evaporation takes place quickly.
Evaporation also takes place rapidly at higher temperatures. Since evaporation is greater
for large surface areas relative to the volume, a shallow lake, like Lake Erie, has a much
higher rate of evaporation than Lake Ontario. Throughout a year, the evaporation rates
change due to weather conditions, such as air temperature, humidity, barometric pressure,
and wind velocity. However, on an annual basis, the mean rates do not usually fluctuate
significantly.
Another factor resulting in water loss from Lake Ontario, but occasionally
increasing water supply, is water diversions. These include canals that are opened
periodically to drain water into other water reservoirs or rivers. Channels at the Lake
entrance and exit are also included under this classification. Power plants in these
channels can disrupt the flow and result in water loss from the system. Human and animal
consumption is an additional item which also withdraws water from the Lake. In addition,
water consumption by manufacturing products, and water usage by industrial processes
withdraw water from the Lake. All of these have a net affect of removing water from
Lake Ontario.
Wind and storms can affect the lake level reading over short periods of time which
may result in recorded errors. In a heavy wind, the lake can tilt due to the wind passing
over the water. One such significant event occurred in a storm in December of 1985 over
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Lake Erie. The difference in the level between the two ends of the lake, was almost 16
feet. Due to the wind, the water was pushed (the lake was tilted) to the east side resulting
in the large difference in the water level. Lake tilting even on a smaller scale combined
with waves can contribute to false mean water level readings depending on the duration of
the recording period.
All of these factors affect Lake Ontario and cause fluctuations not only in the lake
level, but also in the water supply. It can be difficult to account and model all the factors
individually that affect Lake Ontario's levels and supplies because of their great
complexity and natural, random occurrence.
1.3 Lake Ontario Regulation
Partial Lake Ontario water level regulation is provided by control of the outflow
allowed through the dam at the Moses-Saunders Power plant in Cornwall-Massena on the
St. Lawrence River. Per the Orders ofApproval by the International Joint Commission
(DC - a joint US-Canada commission created by the Boundaries Waters Treaty of 1909),
these outflows are determined through use of a regulation plan. In October 1963,
Regulation Plan 1958-D was adopted and put into operation based on its successful
performance in meeting the criteria presented in Table 1.1. Prior to October 1963, two
earlier versions of Plan 1958-D were implemented. The first "initial operation plan",
Regulation Plan 1958-A, was put into effect on April 20, 1960. On January 3, 1962 the
second plan, Regulation Plan 1958-C, was operational. Subsequent improvements on
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these plans resulted with the adoption of Plan 1958-D which is currently Lake Ontario
regulation plan.
TABLE 1.1 IJC Orders ofApproval Criteria*
Criterion Plan Description
(a) "The regulated outflow from Lake Ontario from 1 April to 1 5 December shall be
such as not to reduce the minimum level of Montreal Harbor below that which
would have occurred in the past as adjusted"
(b) "The regulated winter outflows from Lake Ontario from 15 December to 31 March
shall be as large as feasible and shall be maintained so that the difficulties of
winter operations are
minimized"
(c) "The regulated outflow from Lake Ontario during the annual spring break-up in
Montreal Harbour and in the river downstream shall not be greater than would
have occurred assuming supplies of the past as
adjusted"
(d) "The regulated outflow from Lake Ontario during annual flood discharge from the
Ottawa River shall not be greater than would have occurred assuming supplies of
the past as adjusted"
(e) "Consistent with other requirements, the minimum regulated outflows from Lake
Ontario shall be such as to secure the maximum dependable flow for power"
(f) "Consistent with other requirements, the maximum regulated outflow from Lake
Ontario shall be maintained as low as possible to reduce channel excavation to a
minimum"
(g) "Consistent with other requirements, the levels of Lake Ontario shall be regulated
for the benefit of property owners on the shores of Lake Ontario in the United
States and Canada so as to reduce the extremes of stage which have been
experienced"
(h) "The regulated monthly mean level of Lake Ontario shall not exceed elevation
247.29 feet (75.37 meters) with the supplies of the past as
adjusted"
(i) "Under regulation, the frequency of occurrences of monthly mean elevations of
approximately 246.29 feet (75.07 meters) and higher on Lake Ontario shall be less
than would have occurred in the past as adjusted"
G) "The regulated level of Lake Ontario on 1 April shall not be lower than elevation
243.29 feet (74.15 meters). The regulated monthly mean level of the lake from 1
April to 30 November shall be maintained at or above elevation 243.29 feet (74.15
meters)"
* Edited Versions. For full text see International St. Lawrence Board ofControl (1963)1
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One more criterion (Criterion (k)) was added to the list which "must be invoked or
revoked by the DC to allow outflows to be specified in response to conditions outside the
range upon which the plan was developed" (Eberhardt A.J., 1996, p.5).
The current regulation plan consists of a supply indicator, two basic rule curves,
seasonal adjustments, and several maximum and minimum outflow limitations. First, the
basic regulated outflow is derived from a family of curves which are a function of the
end-of-period Lake Ontario level and the "adjusted supply
indicator." Second, the basic
regulated outflow is adjusted using a seasonal adjustment table. Third, the resultant
seasonal adjusted outflow is compared to the maximum and minimum outflow limitations.
If the resultant seasonal adjusted outflow is between the limitations, it is adopted as the
outflow. If the resultant seasonal adjusted outflow is outside the limitations, the
applicable limitation is adopted (International St. Lawrence River Board Control, 19631,
pi5). This procedure is the method still exercised today.
Regulation Plan 1958-D obtains representative supplies by a procedure which gives
different magnitude weights to past supplies such that a significant long-term supply
change is weighted heavier, and any appreciable short-term supply change is weighted
less. The equation below is a result of the storage equation (inflow - outflow = change in
storage) which is used to produce the "weighted supplies".
S2 = [(I - Si) + kS,]/k
where: S2 = supply at the end of the period
Si = supply at the end of the preceding period
I = mean supply for the period (week, quarter-month, or month)
k = (change in storage/change in outflow) + 0.5
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The parameter k is the weight given to the past supplies. As is increased, more
weight is given to remote supplies and less is given to the most recent supply changes.
The k value was chosen such that the weighted supply would approximate the preproject
outflow from Lake Ontario with no ice retardation. A k value of 4.5 was chosen for a
period ofamonth. Equivalent k values for a period of a quarter-month and for a period of
a week are 16.5 and 17.85 respectively.
The weighted supplies derived from the long term average supplies for each period
of the year are termed "weighted normal supplies". The "supply
indicator" is defined as
the difference between the weighted supply and the weighted normal supply. However,
the supply indicator does not detect all significant supply changes, so it is adjusted. With
the exception of the winter and early spring, the adjustment is determined by computing
the change in the supply indicator from the indicator value twelve quarter-month periods
previously, averaging these changes for the last four quarter-month periods, and
multiplying the result by 8/9. In the winter and early spring the adjustment is held and
determined by averaging changes in the supply indicator for the eight quarter-month
periods ending at the conclusion of the second quarter ofDecember, and multiplying the
result by 8/9 (International St. Lawrence River Board Control 1963, pl9). The end result
is the "adjusted supply
indicator"
used in the determination of the outflow rate and is the
extent to which the supply is accounted for in Plan 1958-D.
The fact there is no direct long term trend or forecast of supplies utilized in the
outflow determination, emphasizes the importance of predicting accurate supplies such
that they can be utilized in a regulation plan to result in better control of the Lake level.
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1.4 Previous Work
Many efforts have been made to develop models for the Great Lakes to represent
the Lake's supply and/or levels. These are developed in an attempt to predict future
supplies and levels which may be useful for both planning and control. One such effort is
that ofWatt and Watts (1992) who developed time series models for Lake Ontario's net
basin supply, or, the local supply. The monthly net basin supply (NBS) is computed by the
following equation:
NBS = S + O - 1 - D
where: S = change in storage in the lake over the month
O = average outflow from the lake
I = average inflow to the lake from the upstream lake
D = diversion into (+) or out of (-) the lake
The actual net basin supply (local supply) is the sum of the precipitation, runoff, and
evaporation (a negative quantity). The computed net basin supply ignores changes in
storage due to thermal expansion, consumptive use, or groundwater contributions (Croley,
T. E. n and D. H. Lee, 1993, p.268).
The US Army Corps of Engineers and Environment Canada produce water level
forecasts. The forecasts ofeach are combined in a coordinated forecast which is published
in both countries. The level forecasts are developed from net basin supply forecasts and a
routing model which translates water supply forecasts into lake level forecasts. Both
organizations use the same routing model but have different methods of forecasting the
net basin supply.
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Noorbakhsh and Wilshaw (1990) summarized the US Army Corps of
Engineers'
method. Two techniques of multiple linear regression and time series analysis are
generally used in combination. Both of these techniques are used to determine the first
month forecast. For the subsequent five months, forecasts are made using time series
(trend) analysis. Dumont (1990) summarized Environment Canada's method. This
method assumes that the deviation from the net basin supply is random and normally
distributed. The distribution for each month is based on a frequency analysis of past net
basin supply data. The one month through six month forecasts are developed for three
water supply scenarios: wet, average, and dry (exceedance probabilities of 5, 50, and 95
percent respectively).
Watt and Watts (1992) developed an ARIMA time series model, which uses only
past values of the computed net basin supply, for the time period May, 1960 to December,
1979. (ARIMA models are defined and discussed in Section 4.2, Time Series Analysis.)
Verification of their model fit and predictions were made using data from 1980 to 1989.
In a second evaluation, Watt and Watts (1992) developed a transfer function (TFN) model
for the same time period as the ARIMA models. This model was developed using
ARIMA models for the precipitation, evaporation, and runoff data for Lake Ontario.
Their ARIMA model yielded "forecasts which are of essentially the same accuracy and
precision as the current Environment Canada procedures" (Watt, W. E. and D. G. Watts,
1992, p.iv). Their TFN model produced forecasts only slightly better than the ARIMA
model forecasts.
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Other types of time series modeling involve adjusting the monthly data by
subtracting the monthly average (over many years) and then dividing the value by the
standard deviation for each month. A nonseasonal ARIMA model is then fitted to these
adjusted values. Buchberger (1990) applied these techniques to Lake Superior's monthly
net basin supplies. In addition, he attempted to make the adjusted time series more
normally distributed by use of a power transformation.
2.0 Objectives
The primary objective of this analysis is to determine if forecasts of Lake Ontario
supplies based on individual supply fits (net basin supply and inflow from Lake Erie) are
better than the forecasts developed from a model fit to the total supply values. The object
is to use time series models to represent the individual supplies and then combine the
results in an additive manner to obtain a representative time series model for the total
supply. The results will be compared to fits and predictions of a representative total
supply time series model based solely on the past total supply values. In addition, the local
supply fit will be compared to Watt and Watts (1990) fit to the net basin supply (local
supply). The intention of obtaining a better, more reliable prediction method of future
Lake Ontario supplies is the expectation that this will be useful in the regulation of the
Lake's outflow.
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3.0 Procedure
This section briefly explains the procedures followed in the development of the
analysis and forecast ofLake Ontario water supplies.
3.1 Research andData
Sections 1.3 and 1.4 discuss the regulation plan and previous analyses of Lake
Ontario supplies and levels. In this section, the supply data is examined more closely to
determine and illustrate its characteristics.
3.2 Analysis Procedure
The analysis involves examining the individual Lake Ontario water supply
components, the supply from Lake Erie and the remaining local supply, to determine the
best representative time series model for each individually. A limited comparison of the
local supply fit versus a previous local supply model development is done first. Then
comparisons of the combination of the individual fits to analyses performed on the total
supply are performed. Both model fits and model based forecasts with lead times of 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, and 6 months are compared.
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3.3 SoftwareRequirements
Below is a list of software which was used in analysis:
? Minitab, Inc. (1994). MTNITAB for Windows. Release 10.1
? StatSoft, Inc. (1995). STATTSTICA for Windows. Release 5.0
? Microsoft Corporation (1994). Microsoft Excel Version 5.0
? Lotus Development Corporation (1995). Lotus Word Pro 97 Edition for Windows
? SAS, ETS Package
MINITAB was used to perform the time series analyses. This included examination
of autocorrelation plots, fitting the time series models, and producing the actual fitted
values. SAS (ETS) could have also have been used and may be used in future research. It
was not available at the time of this study.
STATTSTICA was used to examine the raw data, perform summary statistics, and
construct anovas for statistically significant factors. STATTSTICA was also used to
produce autocorrelation plots since it produces high quality graphics. Confirmation of the
MINITAB equation parameters were made in this software package too.
Microsoft Excel was used to make the predictions based on the time series analyses.
All of the fit and prediction plots were developed in this software program. Also, the
statistics used in the comparison of fits and predictions between models were calculated in
this package.
Lotus Word Pro was the word processor used to write this final report.
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4.0 Analysis
The analysis contains several parts. First the data is examined to determine its
general characteristics and behavior over time. The data in the analysis consists of three
different sets. These are referred to as the total supply, the Erie flow, and the local supply.
These are defined Section 4.1. The distributions of the three data sets are examined
graphically with summary statistics. These three data sets are then broken down
seasonally to determine the seasonal characteristics. The next portion of the analysis
entailed fitting time series models independently to the Erie flow, local supply, and total
supply data sets. The Erie flow and local supply models are combined to produce a
"combination" fit to the total supply. Model fit comparisons are made with previous work
and between the combination fit and the total supply fit. Last, prediction comparisons
between the combination fit and total supply fit are conducted.
4.1 Data
The Lake Ontario supply data for this analysis was provided by the Buffalo District
US Army Corps ofEngineers, 1776 Niagara Street, Buffalo, NY 14207. This supply data
contains quarter-monthly records from 1900 through 1992 in the form of two data sets,
termed the Erie flow and local supply. The total supply data was obtained by the addition
of the Erie flow and local supply. The total supply data is the total supply of water
entering Lake Ontario including inflow from Lake Erie, local streams, and precipitation
runoff minus any losses. The Erie flow refers to the supply entering Lake Ontario from
Lake Erie, a measured quantity. The local supply, also know as the net basin supply, is
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the amount of supply from Lake Ontario's local rivers, precipitation runoff, evaporation,
etc. This quantity is calculated by the following equation:
Local Supply = S + O - 1 - D
where: S = change in storage in the lake over the month
O = average outflow from the lake
I = average inflow to the lake from the upstream lake
D = diversion into (+) or out of (-) the lake (e.g. Filling or
emptying ofan water reservoir or canal, etc.)
(Croley, T. E. II and D. H. Lee, 1993, p.268)
As discussed in Section 1 .4, this computed supply ignores changes in storage due to
thermal expansion, consumption use, and groundwater contributions. Note the local
supply computation can be less than zero if the average supply from Lake Erie (I) is
greater than the sum of the lake's average outflow (O) and change in storage in the lake
over the month (S), assuming no diversions (D) occurred.
Tables Al and A2 in Appendix A show the monthly data of the Erie flow and local
supply respectively. These were obtained by averaging the four quarter monthly data
values for each month. The monthly Erie flow and local supply were combined together
to produce the monthly total supply which is presented in Table A3 in Appendix A.
Recall, the data set time period is from January 1900 through December 1992. The first
seven years of each monthly data set is shown in Figure 4.1. Note the different
characteristics of the each data set and how the total supply is the combination of the local
supply and Erie Flow. The characteristics ofeach data set are examined in Section 4. 1 . 1 .
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FIGURE 4. 1 Seven Years of the Monthly Local Supply, Erie Flow, and Total Supply
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4.1.1 Data Set Distributions
Figures 4.2 and 4.3, show the statistical distributions of the Erie flow and local
supply, and their corresponding descriptive statistics, for the monthly data over the time
period of 1900-1992.
Descriptive Statistics
N 1116
Mean 598.48
Median 596.14
25th 551.36
75th 642.00
Min 437.55
Max 787.08
St. Dev. 64.29
Skewness 0.168
Kurtosis -0.235
Pk-s >0.20
Pchi-Sq 0.237
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FIGURE 4.2 Erie Flow
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FIGURE 4.3 Local Supply
Descriptive Statistics
N 1116
Mean 102.52
Median 83.25
25th 30.38
75th 153.38
Min -62.75
Max 463.00
St. Dev. 95.53
Skewness 0.900
Kurtosis 0.519
Pk-s <0.01
Pchi-Sq 0.000
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As expected, the monthly Erie Flow distribution passes normality tests, as the PK-s
(Kolmogorov-Smirnov) and Pchi-sq (Chi-square) statistics indicate. The normal distribution
has a "bell-shaped curve" and is comprised of the following theoretical function:
1
-(*-^)2
f(x) = , e 2<r2 where u is the mean and a is the standard deviationV27T<72
In general, this distribution provides a good model for a random variable when:
(1) There is a strong tendency for the variable to take a central value;
(2) Positive and negative deviations from this central value are equally likely;
(3) The frequency ofdeviations falls off rapidly as the deviations become larger.
The Erie flow data can be accurately fit to such a distributionwith a mean of5984.8 cubic
meters per second (cms), a standard deviation of642.9 cms, and a range of3495.3 cms.
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By contrast, the monthly local supply distribution is skewed, and the normality tests
indicate that it is not normally distributed. As expected, the variability of the local supply
is greater than the variability of the Erie flow. It has a standard deviation of 1275.8 cms,
almost double that of the Erie flow. The local supply has a mean of 1025.2 cms and a
range of5257.5 cms.
In addition, the local supply and Erie flow had a statistically significant correlation
of 0.246 (t = 8.46, p = 0.0000) which indicates a correlation exists between these two
supplies. To illustrate the correlation, Figure 4.4 was developed. It contains a scatter plot
of the Erie flow versus the local supply.
FIGURE 4.4 Erie Flow Versus Local Supply
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The slight, but statistically significant, correlation is represented by the fitted straight line.
Since the correlation value is relatively low, combining the data sets is beneficial for the
modeling. If the correlation was greater than 0.9, a single model fitted to either individual
supplymay have been sufficient to represent the total supply.
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Figure 4.5, shows the resulting distribution of the Erie flow and local supply joined
together.
Descriptive Statistics
N 1116
Mean 701.00
Median 681.33
25th 604.49
75th 777.80
Min 415.23
Max 1121.90
St. Dev. 127.58
Skewness 0.602
Kurtosis -0.024
Pk-s <0.01
Pchi-Sq 0.000
o
o
Z
FIGURE 4.5 Total Supply
Total Supply Distribution
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Due to the effect of the local supply, the total supply distribution is slightly skewed.
The total supply has a mean of 7010.0 cms, a standard deviation of 1275.8 cms and an
overall range of7066.7 cms. As indicated by the standard deviation, the total supply has a
larger variability than either of the two individual supplies. Figures 4.2 through 4.4
present an overall summary of the total data sets, but do not give any information on the
characteristics of the data with time. This is presented in the next section.
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4.1.2 MonthlyData Set Characteristics
The supply to Lake Ontario has unique monthly characteristics which are a result of
the seasonal nature of hydrologic data. Figure 4.1 shows unique cyclic patterns for each
data set which repeat every 12 months. To quantify the seasonal behavior, an analysis of
variance (ANOVA) was completed to determine if the month is a statistically significant
factor affecting the supply. The purpose of the ANOVA is to test for significant
differences betweenmeans by comparing variances. In this case, the monthly means of the
supplies are tested to determine if the supplies are statistically dependent on the month, or
in otherwords, if the difference in the monthly supplies is statistical significant.
As expected, for each data set from 1900 to 1992, the month was determined to be
statistically significant. The F-ratios for the Erie flow, local supply, and total supply are
24.6, 163.2, and 84.3 respectively, and all of the significant probabilities are less than 0.01.
Figures 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8 are box and whisker plots for the Erie flow, local supply, and
total supply respectively. These plots characterize the data on a seasonal basis by month.
They illustrate the overall monthly means and the standard deviations of each month to
determine the monthly behavior of the data.
The standard error for each monthly mean as presented in Figure 4.6 and in
subsequent figures, is the square root of the sample standard deviation divided by the
sample size. This error approaches zero as the sample size approaches infinity.
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FIGURE 4.6 Monthly Erie Flow
Erie FlowMonthly Characteristics
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As shown in Figure 4.6, the Erie flow is generally at a minimum through the months
of December and January, and highest in May and June. From January to May, the
average Erie flow appears to increase in a quadratic manner, and from June to December,
the average Erie flow appears to decrease almost linearly. The variability across each
month is fairly constant, as illustrated by the length of the
"whiskers" (standard deviation).
The average monthly standard deviation is 578.5 cms.
Figure 4.7 shows the monthly local supply in the same form. Unlike the Erie flow,
the local supply, on average, reaches a minimum in September and a peak in April. The
transitions from the peak to the valley and from the valley to the peak are not as smooth as
the Erie flow. Both of these increasing and decreasing patterns of the local supply appear
to behave in a quadratic manner. The variability of the local supply is not as constant over
the seasons as the variability of the Erie flow. The local supply has its highest variability in
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the months ofMarch, Aprtf, and May. The average standard deviation for these months is
750.6 cms. It has a low variability July through October with an average standard
deviation of427.1 cms. The higher variability in the late winter and spring months may be
attributed to varying spring conditions over the years, such as sudden thaws compared to
a gradual thaws.
FIGURE 4.7 Monthly Local Supply
Local Supply Monthly Characteristics
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The monthly total supply characteristics are illustrated in Figure 4.8. The seasonal
pattern of the monthly means is very similar to the local supply. On average, the supply
peaks in April and reaches a minimum in September. Its variability is more consistent than
the local supply due to the Erie flow's near constant variability month to month. However
the total supply's variability is still the largest in the winter and spring months and the
lowest in the mid summer months. The average standard deviation is 1036.9 cms for the
winter and spring months and is 791.3 cms for the mid summer months.
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FIGURE 4.8 Monthly Total Supply
Total SupplyMonthly Characteristics
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Note that average standard deviation of the mid summer months is where the total
supply has its lowest variability. Table 4.1 below lists the monthly supply means and
standard deviations for each data set.
TABLE 4.1 Monthly SupplyMeans and Standard Deviations
Month
Erie Flow Local Supply Total Supply
Mean
Xerie
(xlOcms)
Std. Dev.
Oerie
(xlOcms)
Mean
Xlocal
(xlOcms)
Std. Dev.
Ulocal
(xlOcms)
Mean
Xtotal
(xlOcms)
Std. Dev.
<*TOTAL
(xlOcms)
January 556.81 58.67 92.24 62.99 649.04 96.64
February 563.13 58.77 106.15 57.63 669.28 91.72
March 586.71 61.57 214.16 78.14 800.87 112.74
April 617.67 61.15 264.58 76.80 882.26 107.53
May 644.06 59.08 170.70 70.24 814.76 106.40
June 641.74 59.96 116.46 51.07 758.20 91.93
July 620.04 58.60 68.33 41.86 688.36 80.57
August 615.23 55.74 23.96 36.27 639.19 71.90
September 603.21 54.02 14.24 43.01 617.45 76.03
October 587.98 53.96 22.51 49.70 610.49 88.01
November 579.77 54.70 58.55 59.16 638.32 93.60
December 565.44 57.94 78.37 66.28 643.81 107.07
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Note for all months, the monthly total supply variability is higher than either of the
individual supplies' monthly variability . This is expected since the variability of the total
supply is a function of the individual supplies' variability (ctWal = c^erie + c^local +
2<Terie,local)-
It is apparent that the supply characteristics for Erie flow and the local supply are
simpler than the total supply and are individually unique. In the addition of the individual
supplies, the unique characteristics of each combine to produce the total supply
characteristics. To this end, it is expected that statistical model fits to the individual
supply data sets will produce better results and predictions than a single fit to the total
supply data.
4.2 Time SeriesAnalysis
The time series analysis is applied to three monthly data sets: Erie flow, local supply,
and total supply. Each time series analysis entailed fitting an appropriate, representative
Box-Jenkins model to the series. These models are termed ARIMA models, since they
can consist of autoregressive operators (AR), moving average operators (MA) and mixed,
or, integrated autoregressive and moving average operators (I). Below are the general
forms for nonseasonalARIMAmodels.
Autoregressive oforder p:
AR(p): z, = S + (f>\zt-i + <f>iZt-2 + " + <f>Pzt-p + a,
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Moving average oforder q:
MA(q): z, = S + a, - #iaM - 02af-2 - - 6qSiM
Mixed autoregressive-moving average oforder Cp.q^:
zt = S + <f)\Zt-\ + <f>2Z,-2 + '- + <f>pZt-p + a, - 0iaM - 02a,-2 - - 0ga,^
where: z, is the data value for time t
a is the error estimate for time t
8 is a fix constant
<f>i and Bj are the parameter constants
Seasonal models follow the same form but also include seasonal operators with
seasonal lags.
It is noted that these models are valid only for stationary time series; a series that has
statistical properties, such as the mean and variance, which remain essentially constant
throughout the series. Hence transformations are sometimes necessary to adjust the raw
data such that an ARIMAmodel can be accurately chosen for the series.
The process of fitting any ofthese models involve the following standard steps:
(1) Apply transformations and differencing to make the series stationary
(2) Using the appropriate transformations and/or differencing, examine the
characteristics of the sample autocorrelation and sample partial autocorrelation
plots for the data series to determine the appropriate ARIMA model following
standard model selection guidelines. (Bowerman, 1993, p572-574)
(3) Fit the model and confirm the model is adequate by examining the fit residuals.
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These steps are used at both the nonseasonal and seasonal levels. To determine if a
particular transformation or differencing technique is appropriate, sample autocorrelation
(SAC) and sample partial autocorrelation (SPAC) plots are examined. A more detailed
description ofeach step in presented in the analyses which follow.
After the time series models are chosen for the Erie flow and local supply data sets,
they are combined together to produce the "combination" fit to the total supply. The total
monthly data set from 1900 through 1992 is used in these analyses.
4.2.1 Erie FlowAnalysis
The monthly supply from Lake Erie to Lake Ontario was analyzed using data from
1900-1992. Initially, several transformations were performed to make the data more
stationary. For the Erie flow, the series mean increases and decreases over time. The
variability also changes, but not as significantly as the overall mean. The transformations
implemented included the square root, quartic root, and natural logarithmic
transformations. None of these transformations significantly stabilized the variance, and
therefore, did not improve the stationarity of the series. However, a first differencing
technique (subtracting last month's value from the current) did make an improvement.
Figures Bl and B2 in Appendix B show the original data's SAC and SPAC plots. Figures
B3 and B4 show the first differencing SAC and SPAC plots. The declining wavy pattern
of the original data was transformed to a constant wavy pattern by the first differencing.
The first differencing technique removed the nonseasonal declining trend present in the
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SAC plot of the original series. The rernaining wavy pattern occurring at lags (intervals)
of 12 are indicators of the seasonal characteristics of the data.
Following the initial transformation, two different techniques were used to
deseasonalize the data. The first involved seasonal differencing, which entailed subtracting
the monthly value from the previous year from the current year's monthly value. The
second technique involved subtracting the respective overall monthly average from each
monthly data value. Analyses were completed using both deseasonalizing techniques and
then were compared to see which produced the best results by examining the fitted values
with the actual data values. In both cases the nonseasonal first differencing was also used.
Preliminary fits were made for comparison The fit obtained using seasonal differencing
and first differencing had the best results with lower residuals (difference between fitted
value and actual value). Using the subtraction ofmonthly averages resulted in a fit that
appeared to lag the data, which was unacceptable. A small portion of this fit (1900-1904)
is shown in Figure 4.8 on the following page. It shows the first four years of the
deseasonalized Erie flow and the unacceptable lagging fit.
The preliminary fit obtained using seasonal differencing and first differencing were
of order 1. An order of 2 would indicate that two past values were used in the
differencing. Increasing the order of seasonal and regular differencing improved the fit
slightly for each additional order, but also increased the fitted model's complexity greatly.
Therefore, to keep the model as simple as possible, and since the model did not improve
drastically for higher differencing, a differencing order of 1 was chosen for the model fit.
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FIGURE 4.9 Lagging Erie Flow Fit Using Monthly Averages For Deseasonalizing
Portion of Fitted Deseasonalized Erie Flow
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To select the appropriate time series modeL autocorrelation plots of the data were
examined. The SAC and SPAC plots for Erie flow are shown in Figures Bl through B8 in
Appendix B. Figures Bl and B2 are the SAC and SPAC plots of the original datawith no
differencing. The wavy patterns indicate that the time series is not stationary, and
autocorrelation exits. Figures B3 and B4 are the SAC and SPAC plots for the Erie flow
with first differencing. This made an improvement by removing the linear trend in the
SAC, but the wavy patterns still exist indicating a seasonal correlation. Figures B5 and B6
are SAC and SPAC plots of the Erie flow with seasonal first differencing. The large wavy
patterns have been eliminated, but the series dies down slowly, indicating the need for
nonseasonal first differencing. Figures B7 and B8 are SAC and SPAC plots for the Erie
flow with both nonseasonal and seasonal first differencing. Finally, the autocorrelation
wavy patterns and the "dies down
slowly"
patterns have been eliminated. With this, the
series is considered suitably stationary and amodel can be chosen.
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The SAC plot of the Erie flow with the nonseasonal and seasonal first differencing
(Figure B7) has a spike at lag 1 and cuts off after lag 1 at both the nonseasonal and
seasonal levels. Note that the seasonal characteristics are determined by the lags which
are multiples of 12. The SPAC plot (Figure B8) has a spike at lag 1 and cuts off after lag
1 on the nonseasonal level and dies down on the seasonal level. The seasonal behavior
(lags of 12) of the SAC and SPAC plots indicate a seasonal moving average operator of
order 1. Since the SAC and SPAC plots at the nonseasonally level have spikes at lag 1
and both appear to cut off after lag 1 equally abruptly, either a nonseasonal moving
average or autoregressive operator could be used for the nonseasonal parameter in the
time series model.
Based upon this, the analysis was completed using the nonseasonal autoregressive
operator along with the seasonal moving average operator. Then the analysis was
repeated using the nonseasonal moving average operator and seasonal moving average
operator. The nonseasonal moving average operator performed better. It had a lower
sum of the squared residuals value than the other model using the nonseasonal
autoregressive operator. This was expected since using the nonseasonal moving average
operator often yields the best results with these types of SAC and SPAC characteristics
(Bowerman, 1993, p573). Therefore, the time series model best suited for the Erie flow is
a nonseasonal moving average operator with nonseasonal first differencing, and a seasonal
moving average operator with seasonal first differencing. The notation for this ARIMA
model is (0,1,1)(0,1,1)12. The first set of parenthesis indicates the nonseasonal
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parameters and the second indicates the seasonal parameters with 12 indicating the
seasonal lag. The general form for this model is:
zt=S- 6\at-i - 0i,i2aM2 +#i#i,i2a,-i3 + a,
where z, = y, - yM - yM2 + yM3
The data was imported into MINITAB to obtain the ARIMA model parameter
estimates. The resulting parameter estimates are 0i = -.2265, 61,12 = 0.9711, and 5E =
0.00336. The resulting equation for this model is:
yt = 5E - 0i (a,.i) - 0U2 (am) + OiOi.n (a,.i3) + yt-i + y-12 - y-n (Eqnl)
where: yt = monthly average Erie flow at time t
t = time (month)
at-i = yt-i - yt-i %\ = previous month's estimated value
at-12 = y-12 - yt-12 yt-12 = previous year's month estimated value
at-13 = yt-B - yt-13 %-u = previous 13th month's estimated value
Note: yt indicates the estimated value using the model and y, indicates
the actual raw data value.
A plot of this fit over the period of record is shown on the following pages in Figure
4.10 and also in Figure B9 in Appendix B. The residuals were computed by subtracting
the fitted value from the actual data value. The SAC and SPAC plots of the residuals are
shown in Figures B10 and Bl 1 in Appendix B. No statistically significant autocorrelation
of the residuals is present in either plot, indicating the fit is sufficient to accurately
represent the data.
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4.2.2 LocalSupplyAnalysis
The local supply was analyzed in the same fashion as the Erie flow supply in section
4.2.1. The same transformations of square root, quartic root, and natural logarithm were
performed. In some cases the data mean had to be shifted in order to make the data set
contain all positive values such that the transformation would work properly. Like the
Erie flow, the transformations did not make a significant improvement to the data.
Again, the two different deseasonalization techniques (seasonal differencing of
different orders, and the subtraction of the monthly averages from the data) were
examined for the local supply data. Over 25 analyses were run using both deseasonalizing
techniques, with and without transformations, and then were compared to see which
produced the best results. The best results were obtained by subtracting the monthly
averages from the data values. This was determined by examining the characteristics the
SAC and SPAC plots. Nonseasonal first differencing was also examined with the data
with the monthly averages subtracted out, but it did not make the data any more
stationary.
The SAC and SPAC plots of the raw local supply data is shown in Figures CI and
C2 respectively in Appendix C. These plots contain the wavy pattern due to the seasonal
characteristics of the local supply. The SAC and SPAC plots of the times series with the
subtraction of the average monthly means is shown in Figures C3 and C4 respectively in
Appendix C. The SAC plot dies down nonseasonally, and there are no seasonal
characteristics since the average monthly means were subtracted from the data. The
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SPAC has a spike at lag 1 and cuts off after lag 1. The behavior of the SAC and SPAC
plots indicate a nonseasonal autoregressive operator of order 1. The ARIMA model best
suited for these characteristics is of the nonseasonal form (1,0,0). This analysis was
completed using the MINITAB statistical program. The analysis produced the model
parameter estimates of ^ = .2800 and 6l = 0.021. The resulting equation for the local
supply is:
ft = 5l + <(>i (yt.i - ym-W + ym.avg (Eqn2)
where: yt = monthly average local supply at time t
t = time (month)
ynywg - overall monthly average value
m = month (1-12)
ym-i^vg = previous overallmonthly average value
Table 4.2, on the following page, shows the overall monthly averages (ym,avg). These
averages were computed using the entire data set from 1900 to 1992.
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Table 4.2 Local Supply Monthly Average Values (1900-1992)
MonthNo. Month Monthly Avg.
Value (xlOcms)
1 January 92.237
2 February 106.151
3 March 214.160
4 April 264.583
5 May 170.696
6 June 116.457
7 July 68.328
8 August 23.965
9 September 14.242
10 October 22.508
11 November 58.554
12 December 78.368
A plot of the local supply fit is shown in Figure 4.11 and also in Figure C5 in
Appendix C. The SAC and SPAC plots of the residuals for the local supply fit are shown
in Figures C6 and C7 in Appendix C. Very little autocorrelation is present in both plots,
indicating the fit is sufficient to accurately represent the data, even though the fit does not
account for all ofthe large variability in the local supply.
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4.2.3 Combination ofErie Flow andLocalSupplyAnalyses
The results from Sections 4.2. 1 Erie flow analysis and 4.2.2 local supply analysis
were combined together (Eqnl + Eqn2). This results in a fit for the total supply based on
the sum of the individual supplies. The resulting
"combination" fit equation is:
ft = Se + Sl - 6i (a,.i) - 0i,i2 (a,.i2) + 6181,12 (a,.i3) + <j>i (c,., - (Vm^ + e,_i + e,.i2 - e,.i3 + cVa^ (Eqn3)
where: y, = monthly average total supply at time t
t = time (current month)
et = current month's Erie flow value
Ct = current month's local supply value
at.i = d-i - eVi
6t-i = estimated value of last month's Erie flow
at-12 = et.12 - e\.i2
6V12 = estimated value of last year's monthly Erie flow
at.13 = e,.B - 6,-13
6,-13 = estimated value of previous 13thmonth's Erie Flow
(Vavg = overallmonthly local supply average value
Cm-i^vg = previous overall monthly local supply average value
6e = 0.00336 5l = 0.021
9i = -0.2265 91,12 = 0.9711 <)>i =0.2800
A plot of this fit with the original data is shown in Figure 4.12 and, also, in Figure
Dl in Appendix D.
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4.2.4 TotalSupplyAnalysis
The total supply record was analyzed as a single time series in the same fashion as
the Erie flow and local supply analyses. The same transformations of square root, quartic
root, and natural logarithm were performed. None of these transformations made a
significant improvement in obtaining a more stationary series. However, a first
differencing technique (subtracting last month's value from the current) did make an
improvement. Figures El and E2 in Appendix E show the original data's SAC and SPAC
plots. Figures E3 and E4 show the first differencing SAC and SPAC plots. The
magnitude of the wavy pattern of the original data was decreased approximately by half as
a result of the first differencing. The remaining wavy patterns occurring at lags of 12 are
indicators ofthe seasonal characteristics of the total supply.
Seasonal first differencing, subtracting the monthly value from the previous year
from the current year's monthly value, was used to remove the seasonal characteristics of
the total supply. The other deseasonalization technique of subtracting the respective
overall monthly average from each monthly data value was not used because it produced a
deseasonalized lagging fit similar to the Erie flow analysis (Figure 4.8).
To select the appropriate time series model autocorrelation plots of the data were
examined. The SAC and SPAC plots for the total supply are shown in Figures El through
E8 in Appendix E. Figures El and E2 are the SAC and SPAC plots of the original data
with no differencing. The wavy patterns indicate that the time series is not stationary, and
autocorrelation exits. Figures E3 and E4 are the SAC and SPAC plots for the total supply
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with first differencing. This made an improvement by decreasing the magnitude of the
waves by approximately half. The existing wavy patterns indicate a seasonal correlation.
Figures E5 and E6 are SAC and SPAC plots of the total supply with seasonal first
differencing. The large wave patterns have been eliminated, but the series dies down
slowly, indicating the need for nonseasonal first differencing. Figures E7 and E8 are SAC
and SPAC plots for the total supply with both nonseasonal and seasonal first differencing.
Finally, the autocorrelation wavy patterns and the "die down
slowly"
patterns have been
eliminated. Increasing the order of seasonal and regular differencing improved the
correlation plots slightly for each additional order, but also increased the model's
complexity greatly. Therefore to keep the time series model as simple as possible, a
differencing order of 1 was chosen. With this transformation, the series can be considered
stationary, and a model is chosen.
The SAC plot of the total supply with the nonseasonal and seasonal first differencing
(Figure E7) has a spike at lag 1 and cuts off after lag 1 at both the nonseasonal and
seasonal levels. The SPAC plot (Figure E8) dies down at both the nonseasonal and
seasonal levels. The nonseasonal behavior of the SAC and SPAC plots indicate a
nonseasonal moving average operator oforder 1. Likewise, the seasonal behavior (lags of
12) of the SAC and SPAC plots indicate a seasonal moving average operator of order 1.
The notation for this ARIMA model is (0,1, 1)(0, 1,1)12. Note that this model was the
same model determined for the Erie flow. This indicates the dominance of the Erie flow
characteristics in the total supply.
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The data was imported into MINITAB to obtain the ARIMA model parameter
estimates. The resulting parameter estimates for the total supply time series model are 6,
= 0.6043, 0U2 = 0.9727, and 5t = 0.00788. This model's equation is:
yt = 5t - 0i (a,.i) - 01>12 (at.i2) + 0i0u2 (a,.i3) + y,.i + y,.i2 - yt-i3 (Eqn4)
where: y, = monthly average total supply at time t
t = time (month)
a,-i = y,-i - y,.i
y,.i = previous month's estimated value
a*-i2 = yt-12 - yt-12
yt-12 = previous year's month estimated value
a-B = yt-13 - yt-13
yt.i3 = previous
13th
month's estimated value
A plot of this fit is shown on the following pages in Figure 4.13 and also in Figure
E9 in Appendix E. The SAC and SPAC plots of the residuals are shown in Figures E10
and El 1 in Appendix E. The small amount of autocorrelation of the residuals present in
both plots, indicates that the fit is sufficient to accurately represent the data.
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4.3 Comparisons
The comparisons are broken into three groups. As discussed in Section 1.4, models
have been developed for the local supply previously by others (US Army Corps of
Engineers - Noorbakhsh and Wilshaw (1990), Environment Canada - Dumont (1990),
Watt and Watts (1992)), and a comparison to the local supply fit here is of interest.
Second, a comparison of the combination fit versus the total supply fit is evaluated to
determine which is better. Last, a comparison of future predictions using the combination
fit and total supply fit is completed to determine which produces the most accurate
forecasts for several lead times.
4.3.1 Local Supply Fit Comparison with Previous Work
As mentioned in Section 1.4, Watt and Watts (1992) developed time series models
for Lake Ontario's net basin supply (local supply). Their best time series for the years
1900-1979 based solely on past local supplies was an (1,0,1)(0, 1,1)12 ARIMA model.
After further investigation they determined the best ARIMA model for the most current
years, from May 1960 through December 1979, was of the form (1,0,0)(0,1,1)12. The
former model (1,0,1)(0, 1,1)12, was chosen for the local supply comparison since this
analysis included model fitting to the local supply over the entire record from 1900-1992.
The Watt and Wafts' model equation (Eqn5) was fit using the MINITAB package.
Recall the current analysis has been completed using units of cubic meters per second
(cms) while
Watts'
work was performed in units of cubic feet per second (cfs) and, hence,
the numerical constants are different and needed to be recalculated.
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y. - 8 + <|), (yt.! - y,.12) - 0, (a,^) . 9U2 (a,.i2) + 0i0U2 (a,.i3) + y,-i2 (Eqn5)
where: y, = monthly average local supply at time t
t = time (current month)
at-i = yt-i - yt.i
yt-i = estimated value of last month's local supply
at-12 = y-12 - yt-12
%i = estimated value of last month's local supply
at-13 = yt-13 - yt-13
y,.i3 = estimated value of previous 13thmonth's local supply
5 = 0.1065
<ji =0.5665
0i = 0.3259
0U2 = 0.9765
For comparison purposes, the Watt and
Watts' fit was plotted along with the
current local supply fit (Eqn2 ofSection 4.2.2) and is illustrated in Figure Fl in Appendix
F. To compared the two fits, the mean squared error (MSE), correlation of the actual
versus fitted (r), and coefficient of determination (based on least squares) (R2) were
computed. The standard form for the calculation of the MSE is as follows:
MSE = sum of squared errors / (n-k)
where: n = sample size
k = number ofequation parameters
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For this comparison, kwas set to zero to exclude the bias of the number of equation
parameters in the computation, and to be consistent with the total supply comparison (the
following section) where the number of equation parameters does not apply. A more
detailed discussion of this is presented in the next section, 4.3.2 Total Supply Fit
Comparison. To this end, the MSE is computed by summing the squared residuals and
dividing by the number data values. Table 4.3 shows the computed statistics for each local
supply fit.
TABLE 4.3 Local Supply Fit Comparison Summary Statistics
Statistic Local Supply Fit
Eqn2
Local Supply Fit
Eqn5
MSE* 3200.5 3206.9
r 0.8056 0.8060
R2 0.6490 0.6497
* units of (xlO cms)2
Recall: Eqn2 - fit ARIMA (1,0,0) model with subtraction ofmonthly averages for
deseasonalization
Eqn5 - fit ARIMA (1,0,1),(0, 1,1)12 model - Watt and Watts'
The results of the two different fits were almost identical and thus, neither fit was
concluded to be significantly better than the other based on these statistics. Also, both
models did not fit the high and low extremes very well as can be seen graphically in Figure
Fl in Appendix F. In summary, the two local supply models fit the data very similarly
with almost the same amount of error. Neither model was concluded to be better than the
other.
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4.3.2 Total Supply Fit Comparison
A fit comparison was made between the combination fit (Eqn3) and the total supply
fit (Eqn4). Recall, the model development for these fits was based on the time period
from 1900 through 1992.
For comparison, the MSE, r, and R2 statistics were computed for both fits. Once
again the k parameter in the computation of the MSE was set to zero. Using the k
parameter in the computation does not logically apply since the combination fit is based on
two individual models with different parameters and a different number of parameters.
Since the standard form of the mean squared error is a function of the number of
parameters in the model (k), a model with several parameters will be penalized over a
model with just a few parameters. This is the case with the combination fit since it has
twice as many model parameters than the single total supply fit due to the two individual
fits. The sum of squared error is divided by a smaller number resulting in a higher mean
squared error value for the combination fit. To this end, this form of the root mean
squared error statistic is not consider logically applicable to the combination fit. Thus, k
was set to zero, and the
"true"
mean squared error was computed, dividing the sum of the
squared residuals by the number ofdata values.
The MSE, r and R2 values for the combination fit and total supply fit are presented
in Table 4.4 on the following page.
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TABLE 4.4 Total Supply Fit Comparison Summary Statistics (1900-1992)
Statistic Combination Fit Total Supply Fit
MSE 4002.5 4396.2
r 0.869 0.858
R2 0.756 0.736
The combination fit had a lower mean squared error than the total supply fit.
However, since the variability of squared errors was large, the combination fit MSE was
not determined statistically lower than the total supply fit MSE. A probability significance
of 0.1157 was computed. A probability significance, p-value, less than 0.10 (using 90%
confidence) would be considered statistically significant. The r and
R2
values were slightly
better for the combination fit, but not statistically higher (p-value of 0.1489). Overall the
fit results logically favor the combination fit, but the differences were not determined to be
statistically significant.
Analyzing further to determine which fit more accurately represents the raw monthly
data, the data set was broken down into different subsets, and the fitting process was
repeated. It was assumed that the models chosen would accurately represent the subsets
of the data. Table 4.5, on the following page shows the results of the two different fits
over different periods of the time series. The plots of these fits are shown in Figures Gl
through G13 in Appendix G. Note that for the individual fits of the local supply, new
monthly averages were computed for each data subset to deseasonalize the data.
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TABLE 4.5 Total Supply Fit Comparison Summary Statistics By Period
Time Period
Combination Fit Total Fit
MSE r R2 MSE r R2
1900 - 1909 4191.5 0.840 0.706 5643.4 0.784 0.614
1910-1919 4891.6 0.801 0.642 5745.3 0.761 0.579
1920-1929 3500.9 0.844 0.712 4520.3 0.796 0.633
1930-1939 3396.0 0.835 0.698 4207.9 0.796 0.634
1940-1949 4131.6 0.853 0.728 4834.9 0.836 0.699
1950-1959 3223.6 0.887 0.787 3985.6 0.858 0.736
1960-1969 1738.9 0.919 0.845 2383.8 0.898 0.806
1970-1979 2790.9 0.895 0.802 3708. 0.865 0.950
1980-1989 3934.1 0.838 0.702 4631.0 0.808 0.780
1900-1945 4172.0 0.840 0.706 4764.7 0.819 0.671
1946-1991 3566.2 0.893 0.798 3940.3 0.883 0.902
1900-1979 3885.3 0.869 0.755 4313.2 0.856 0.733
1900- 1992 4002.5 0.869 0.756 4396.2 0.858 0.736
Once again the MSE, r, and R2 statistics were in general slightly better for the
combination fit. Statistical significance tests were computed to determine if the
combination fit MSE was significantly less than the total supply, and to determine if the
combination fit correlation was significantly higher than the total supply fit correlatioa
Table 4.6 lists the computed probability values for each time period with the statistically
significant values displayed in bold text. The statistical significance was based on 90%
confidence.
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TABLE 4.6 Probability Values for Total Supply Fit Comparison
Time Period
One-sided difference in
MSE significance test
One-sided difference in
r significance test
p value p value
1900-1909 0.0694 0.1147
1910-1919 0.2571 0.2274
1920-1929 0.0949 0.1444
1930-1939 0.2698 0.1968
1940-1949 0.2988 0.3331
1950-1959 0.1595 0.1890
1960-1969 0.0956 0.1853
1970-1979 0.0766 0.1667
1980-1989 0.2164 0.2538
1900-1945 0.1329 0.1344
1946-1991 0.1563 0.2151
1900-1979 0.1159 0.1345
1900-1992 0.1157 0.1489
For the majority of the time periods, the difference in MSE values was not
determined statistically significant, and all correlation differences were not
determined
statistically significant. Thus, statistically, neither model can be concluded to represent
the
data set better than the other. In addition, a visual examination ofhow well both plots fit
the extremes was completed. Neither plot predicted the extremes any better than the
other over the overall time series. Logically, since all of the MSE, r, and
R2
statistics are
better for the combination fit in comparison with the total supply fit, it can be argued that
the combination fit, overall does fit the monthly data better than the total supply fit. The
next step is to determine whichmodelmore accurately
predicts future supplies.
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4.3.3 Total Supply Prediction Comparison
The total data set covers the period from 1900-1992. For the predictions, the two
models were refit on a subset of the data spanning 1900-1979 such that predictions could
be made for the years 1980-1992 and compared to the actual data. In addition to the
MSE, r, and R2 statistics used for comparisons, the mean and standard deviation of the
residuals were also computed for the prediction comparisons. For the model fit
comparisons, the mean of the residuals would not be of use because they would be zero
for the total supply fit. For the combination fit, they may not be zero since the resulting
combination fit is a joining of two different independent fits that individually have residual
means of zero. The standard deviation of the residuals will be of importance. This will
show which fit has the lowest prediction residual variability. The residual standard
deviation is a good comparison if the mean ofthe residuals for bothmodels are near zero.
For the total supply fit from 1900-1979 using the ARIMA model (0,1, 1)(0,1,1)12
the equation is: yt = 6T - 0i (a,.i) - 0U2 (a,.i2) + 0i0U2 (a,.i3) + yt-i + yt-12 - yt-i3
with parameters* : 6 = 0.00548
0,= 0.6239
0U2 =0.9696
* The definitions of the variables can be seen in section 4.2.4 on page 47.
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For the combination fit of the individual supply fits from 1900-1979, the equation is:
y, = 6e + 5l - 0i (a,.,) - 0U2 (a,.12) + 0,0U2 (a,.13) + f (c,., - cv,^ + e,., + e,.i2 - e,.,3 +c^
with parameters* : 5E = 0.00444
5l = 0.023
0i = -0.2352
0U2 = 0.9713
<(>, =0.2830
* The definitions of the variables can be seen in section 4.2.3 on page 40.
The local supply monthly averages for the combination fit for the time period of
1900-1979 are shown in Table 4.7 below. A plot of the total supply fit and combination
fit is shown in Figure G12 in Appendix G.
Table 4.7 Local Supply Monthly Average Values (1900-1979)
MonthNo. Month Monthly Avg.
Value (xlOcms)
1 January 93.459
2 February 102.809
3 March 213.834
4 April 264.475
5 May 170.744
6 June 116.894
7 July 69.147
8 August 22.594
9 September 9.916
10 October 22.594
11 November 49.406
12 December 70.206
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First one month predictions were made for both fits for the years 1980-1992. These
predictions are made for one month in the future based on all the past values. Next, two
month predictions were made. These are predictions two months ahead based on all the
past values. Likewise, three, four, five, and six month predictions were made based on the
fits from 1900-1979. These predictions were then compared to the actual data values.
Plots of these predictions are shown in Figures HI throughH6 in Appendix H.
Quantitative comparisons are based upon the mean squared error (MSE), the
correlation of the actual versus fitted (r), the coefficient of determination (R2), the mean
of the residuals (m,), and the standard deviation of the residuals (Sr), as discussed earlier.
The values are shown in Table 4.8.
TABLE 4.8 Total Supply Prediction Comparison Summary Statistics
Prediction
Combination Fit Total Fit
MSE r R2 m Sr MSE r R2 mr Sr
1 Month 4822.2 0.810 0.656 12.05 68.61 4921.6 0.808 0.652 0.158 70.38
2 Month 5440.1 0.791 0.626 15.58 72.33 5862.4 0.777 0.604 0.516 76.81
3 Month 6085.5 0.769 0.591 16.90 76.41 6639.2 0.753 0.567 1.078 81.74
4 Month 6760.7 0.741 0.549 16.90 80.73 7907.1 0.708 0.501 0.934 89.21
5 Month 7302.3 0.707 0.500 16.11 84.20 8651.2 0.668 0.446 0.305 93.32
6 Month 7515.3 0.692 0.479 16.07 85.47 8793.3 0.652 0.425 0.237 94.08
The residual mean and standard deviations are in units ofxlOcms.
The mean squared error is in units of (xlOcms)2
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The mean squared error statistics presented in Table 4.8 indicate that the
combination fit produced better predictions over the years 1980-1992. The correlation
and coefficient of determination values for the combination fit were slightly better than
those of the total supply fit. However, the mean of the residuals was higher for the
combination fit. The positive residual means, indicate the model predicted low on average
over the time period 1980-1992. Since the residual variability is so large in comparison,
the combination fit residual means do not appear to be too drastic. The combination fit
had lower residual standard deviations than the total supply fit. This means the error
variability of the combination fit was slightly better than the total supply fit. The residual
means for both models are expected to approach zero over a longer duration of time. For
this particular time period, bothmodels slightly under estimated the supply.
As expected, the MSE grew as the predictions were made further in advance for
both fits. Likewise the correlation and coefficient of determination values declined as the
predictionmonth increased.
One sided statistical significance tests were used to determine statistical significance
of the differences between the mean squared errors, correlations, and residual means of
the two fits. Table 4.9 displays the calculated probability values for each prediction
month. The values in bold, are significant p values based on 90% confidence (p < 0.10).
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TABLE 4.9 Probability Values for Total Supply Prediction Comparison
Prediction
One-sided difference
inMSE values
significance test
One-sided difference
in correlations
significance test
One-sided difference
of residualmeans
significance test
p value p value p value
1 Month 0.4541 0.4758 0.0659
2 Month 0.3415 0.3774 0.0392
3 Month 0.3059 0.3723 0.0374
4 Month 0.1698 0.2715 0.0509
5 Month 0.1633 0.2599 0.0611
6 Month 0.1704 0.2627 0.0635
Even though the MSE values for the combination fit were lower than the total
supply fit, especially for the 3, 4, 5, and 6 month predictions, the difference was not
determined statistically significant. Likewise, the higher correlation values of the
combination fit were not determined statistically higher than those of the total supply fit.
The total supply fit residual means were determined to be statistically lower than the
combination fit. However, recall the variability of the residuals was less for the
combination fit in comparisonwith the total supply fit.
The prediction plots show that as predictions are made further in the future, the
variability increases, since each future prediction is based on a past prediction Overall
both models appear to fit the data fairly well however, theTe were some trouble areas.
One of these was year 1986 (time period 1033 through 1044), when the water supplies
were significantly higher than normal. The one month
predictions ofbothmodels were the
closest, but still were below the actual supply. The six
month predictions differed as much
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as 2000 cms. The total supply fit was closer in this period, but it still was significantly
lower than the actual supply throughout that year. Another major problem area was the
last six months of 1992. Both fits predicted lower supplies than the actual. Again, the one
month predictions did not differ much, but the six month predictions did differ
significantly. In general both models predicted well at the one month level, and the
variability increased as the prediction month increased. In terms of fitting the extremes,
the combination fit appears to perform slightly better than the total supply fit. However,
there were several occurrences where both models did not predict extremes very well.
Also, both models overall underestimated the supply for the time period 1980 through
1992 indicated by the positive residual means.
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5.0 Results
Based on the analyses presented, the following is a summary of the results obtained:
1. The Erie flow and local supply have overall means of 5984.8 and 1025.2 cms
with standard deviations of 642.9 and 955.3 cms, respectively. On average, the
Erie flow is the lowest through the months of December and January, and
highest in May and June. The variability across each month is fairly constant.
The local supply, on average, reaches a minimum in September and a peak in
April. The transitions from the peak to the valley and from the valley to the
peak are much smoother than Erie flow. The variability of the local supply is
greater than the variability of the Erie flow. In addition, the local supply has
higher variability within itselfMarch through May, and has low variability July
through October.
2. The overall mean total supply is 7010.0 cms with a standard deviation of 1275.8
cms. The total supply monthly characteristics are very similar to the local
supply. On average, the supply peaks in April and reaches a minimum in
September. Its variability is more constant than that of the local supply due to
the constant variability of the Erie flow. However its variability is still the
largest in the winter and spring months and the lowest in the mid summer
months like that ofthe local supply.
3. The best fit for the Erie flow was the a time series model with a nonseasonal
moving average operator with first differencing and a seasonal moving average
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operator with seasonal first differencing of lag 12. This ARIMA model is of the
form (0,1,1)(0,1,1)12.
4. The best fit for the deseasonalized local supply (monthly averages subtracted
from the raw data) consisted of a nonseasonal autoregressive operator. The
ARIMAmodel is of the form (1,0,0).
5. The best fit for the total supply was the a time series model with a nonseasonal
moving average operator with first differencing and a seasonal moving average
operator with seasonal first differencing of lag 12. This ARIMA model is of the
form (0,1,1 )(0, 1,1)12. Note this is the same model developed for the Erie Flow.
6. The comparison of the current local supply fit versus the time series model of
Watt and Watts' for the local supply [ARIMA (1,0,1)(0,1,1)12] produced
inconclusive results. The error statistics of both fits were almost identical, thus
neither model was concluded to perform better, or worse, than the other.
7. The total supply fit, ARIMA model (0,1,1)(0,1,1)12, and the combination fit,
resulting from the combination of the individual supply fits, were comparable
with both models performing equally well. When broken down into different
time period subsets, the mean squared error, correlation, and coefficient of
determination values were all slightly better for the combination fit. In fact, for
four of the time periods, the mean squared error was statistically significantly
lower for the combination fit. However, over the majority of the time periods,
the differences were not determined statistically significant. It terms of fitting
the extremes, neither fit did extremely well, or performed better than the other.
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8. Comparing the predictions of the two models yields conflicting results. The
mean squared error, correlation, coefficient of determination, and residual
variability values were all better for the combination fit. However, the residual
mean values of the combination fit were determined statistically higher than
those of the total supply fit. For one month predictions, both models performed
very well, however, as the predictions were made further in the future, the
variability increased and the accuracy decreased.
9. There were a few time periods where neither model performed well. One was
the year 1986 when water supplies were significantly higher than normal. The
one month predictions were the closest, but were below the actual supply. The
six month predictions differed by as much as 2000 cms. Another time period
where neither model performed well was the last shemonths of 1992.
10. Both models had positive residual means which indicated that the models
underestimated the supply. Over a longer time period, the residual means should
approach zero.
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6.0 Conclusions
The combination of the individual supplies fitted model produced better predictions
than the fitted model to the total supply based on the mean squared error, correlation,
coefficient of determination, and residual variability statistics. However the differences
were not determined statistically significant. In contrast, the residual means of the
combination fit were statistically higher than the total supply fit. Over time these are
expected to approach zero. The actual fits were comparable, but no significant
conclusions were drawn based on the fit comparison The better prediction performance
of the combination fit was attributed to individual model fitting of the two supply data
sets. The individual fits placed more emphasis on their unique characteristics which were
simpler to fit independently versus fitting a model to the total supply with complex
characteristics. With the two independent models combined together, the total supply
predictions were more accurate. The disadvantage is the combination fit's more
complicated form.
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7.0 Recommendations
l.The combination model fit is recommended for Lake Ontario total supply
predictions over the single model fit to the total supply. This recommendation is
based on the comparison summary statistics which were, in most cases, better
for the combination fit.
2. For the combination fit, additional model parameters might be of interest to
represent other independent factors to improve the prediction performance.
Additional model parameters may predict the supply extremes more accurately
resulting in lower residuals.
3. A similar type of analysis on shorter time periods, instead of the total data set,
may result in more accurate predictions based solely on one or two years ofpast
data due to more emphasis on the short term supply fluctuations.
4. Perhaps other patterns within the time series could be extracted so long term
trends or short term variations from the normal supply are more accurately
modeled.
5. Last, stepwise model fitting may also be investigated for future research. Below
is a simple example:
Step 1 : Total supply = fi(Erie flow + error) => residuals]
Step 2: Residualsi = f2(local supply + error) => residuals2
Step 3: Residuals2 = f^an exponential smoothing model) => residuals3
Etc.
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APPENDIX H
TOTAL SUPPLY PREDICTION
COMPARISON PLOTS
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